
Indicative solutions to questions concluding the chapter 
1. What is the Growth–Share matrix’s key weaknesses? Are these weaknesses successfully 

addressed by the Industry Attractiveness-Business Strength matrix? 

The book highlights five substantive weaknesses of the Growth-Share matrix 

 It assumes that resources for new products, strategies and marketing are largely 
generated internally. This may be true of corporates developing organically, but other 
sources of finance are available and widely accessed for investment.  

 What is market share? It depends very much on the fragmented nature of an industry. A 
share of 10 per cent could be viable in some industries, unviable in others. A little more 
nuance is needed.  

 Market share and growth (low–low) indicates divest, but there may be other reasons for 
keeping a dog or pet. The strategic business unit or subsidiary may well be the home of a 
signature product/range; it may then have a value over-and-above the revenue it 
generates, even assuming that market share is a good indicator of revenue. It could also 
be a favourite of the owner or patriarch, or a key component of an ecosystem, without 
which the other “organisms” wither and die.  

 Which markets are being discussed? How easy is it to quantify their value? Is a single 
“proxy” measure sufficient?  

 What if the dog is the product-sector leader in sustainability? In which case it has value 
because of its wisdom and keen sense of smell. Maybe it can be taught new tricks after 
all? 

 Arguably, this grid replicates a number of the weaknesses of the Growth–Share matrix 
before it around capital, ecosystems and sustainability. While it does not use a single 
proxy measure like the Growth–Share matrix, industry attractiveness and SBU strength 
may still be only indicative. Some authors have developed a robust list of factors for 
each axis. Whichever matrix is used, the likelihood of the self-fulfilling prophesy 
emerges. When a subsidiary becomes either a cash cow or a dog, motivations are 
affected as the fate becomes known, and performance necessarily declines fulfilling the 
prophesy. 

2. Why would corporate managers strategically retain a dog, but not a rat? 

A rat positively contributes to GHG emissions and climate breakdown. It really does need to 
be euthanised. A dog – if fed correctly – does not and may have a positive impact on the 
“performance” of the business as long as performance is not measured in terms of return. 

3. Under what circumstances do parents destroy value in SBUs? Provide some examples. 

This refers to the Heartland Matrix (Campbell, Goold et al. 2014). In this matrix the axes are 
“Risk of subtracting value from the business due to misunderstanding or failing to adjust to 
the situation in the business” (vertical) and “Potential to add value to a business from 
parent skills and resources” (horizontal). The grid is broken into a number of areas: alien 
territory, heartland, edge of heartland, ballast and value trap. The question targets the 
value trap where there is a high risk of parent subtracting value but high potential for the 
SBU to add value drawing directly from the parent.  



Finding examples is not so easy, as the analysts has to be able to witness the value trap in 
action. Probably one of the easiest ways of spotting value trap is through takeovers. 
Corporate managers will/should dispose of non-core SBUs precisely because they cannot 
add value to them. It may also be that demerger reveals value trap – but care is needed as 
demerger can be a case of releasing value from assets that are depressed arising from being 
part of a corporate entity, particularly one that is diversified, but not related to value trap 
per se. Here there are recent examples of GSK demerging its retail healthcare from pharma 
business (2022); P&O demerging (in 2000) its cruise business from shipping and ports; 
WHSmith demerger of retail and distribution (2006) "Although these businesses have 
operated within the WH Smith group for a long time, there are limited operational synergies 
and the board believes that there is no continuing strategic logic for them to remain part of 
the same group". 

4. As a corporate manager, what might you do to move an SBU from value-trap to edge of 
heartland? 

In this situation, corporate managers need to find a way of reducing the risk maybe by 
understanding the business/SBU more fully and pushing it into the edge of heartland 
territory. The key thing to note there is whether the corporate managers fully understand 
the business of the SBU – whether it be culture, market, climate challenges, etc. It is 
possible that the parent initiates strategic choice that is misaligned with the SBU and wastes 
resources in its implementation. Can the parent provide the resources needed for strategic 
managers in the SBU to deploy effectively from their own knowledge-base, including 
exploitation of intellectual property and business networks? 

5. How might product platforms contribute to, and diffuse, corporate sustainability 
(design, manufacture and disposal)? 

Many products now are based on platforms – common particularly in the auto industry 
(Brook and Pagnanelli 2014). But the wrong platforms can limit sustainability initiatives if 
they maintain GHG emission technologies. Platform products are improved incrementally, 
based on existing infrastructure, designs, etc. For SBUs that work on platforms, their 
products should incrementally achieve sustainability targets that are set centrally and/or 
from the industry in which they operate. In Brook and Pagnanelli’s study, this was an 
automobile manufacturer developing hybrids (electric/diesel/petrol). Many automobile 
brands build their cars and trucks on platforms shared by a family of vehicles across 
subsidiaries. New platforms are, therefore, needed if they are to contribute to corporate 
environmental sustainability, including full-lifecycle resource management. 
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